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Abstract
The background of this research is the conflict began with an inharmony between political party leaders and legislators, especially those who have become legislative members and intend to advance again as legislative candidates from the same party. It aims to provide solutions for political parties in the election nomination. It reveals conflict in the preparation of candidates in the elections of 2019. Researchers collect data from political party information and media coverage by comparing news. The method is qualitative with analysis using Paul Conn’s conflict structure theory to produce alternative solutions. The results is a difference in expectations and designs between political party leaders and incumbent legislators, according to political party leaders that legislative incumbents need to have an evaluation so they are displaced from candidates for those who were not optimally fighting for political parties, different perspectives of incumbent legislators because they feel have struggled be serious and prepare for second (more) contestation. The legislative incumbent who should be eligible to advance back from the same electoral district then tries to find a new path by advancing again as a legislative candidate by using other political parties. The Conclusion is shifting legislative candidates and changes in the acquisition of election results show the dynamics of political party conflict affect the outcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Society in state life is often hit by conflicts or differences in perspective on things. There are political conflicts and social conflicts that come with life, both of which grow more in developing societies. Political conflicts usually occur because of differences in political interests that can not be found a solution between the parties concerned, while social conflicts occur due to scrambling economic and political resources, then coupled with differences in social ornaments such as religion (including ethnicity) as often occurs in countries developing (Hidayat 2017; Fauzi, Sudrajat 2018).

In social conflicts as happened in the Ambon, Poso, Sampit until the current conflict about the Lampung and the Sumbawa. At first glance, the conflict occurs naturally in the middle of society, but actually, it starts from economic inequality, while religious differences appear to be the main issue (Muzaki 2018). Settlement of social conflicts by bringing together groups in conflict with an awareness of the long-term danger of conflict so that they are aware of the negative social conflict. It's easier to resolve than political conflicts it all people are aware of the causes of conflict, different political conflicts are usually more difficult because there is political interest.

Political conflict in the 2019 election occurred between the parties involved in the election contestation. Political parties are the first parties involved in the 2019 election conflict. Legislative candidates (DPR) and senate candidates (DPD or Regional Representative Council) are the second conflicting parties. The parties have an interest in winning the process of candidacy, although on the other hand they also play internal politics in political parties. The election of political party coalitions in response to nationality sometimes results in political conflict (Romli 2017).

The election organizer symbolized by the General Election Commission (KPU) and the Election Supervisory Body (BAWASLU) are parties that must be prepared to receive complaints from election participants. Some of them complained because they felt unfair enforcement by the election organizers which resulted in defeat in the election battle process. Commissioner of Election organizers must not be trapped by political party games carrying political
identities, both participants have similarities in ethnicity, religion, race and among groups (Fuad 2014).

Politicians often get conflict tests in supporting and raising political parties. Some politicians in Indonesia have not been able to be consistent in living and developing in one political party. The phenomenon of the displacement of new political parties from political parties that have been raising during this time is common in the world of politicians. Those who feel threatened related to legislative nominations, immediately change political parties. The political party institutions entered did not feel any burden on the behavior of jumping politicians.

Legislative candidates have the target of winning the election battle so that they are elected and appointed as legislators. Political parties have an interest in increasing the number of legislators to convey the aspirations of the people who are stronger in bargaining their positions on government power. These initial goals often clash with the interest of politicians pragmatism, this makes the conflict in political parties does not build the greatness of the institution, instead, it makes the decline of the acquisition of political parties (Kamarudin 2013).

Good intentions are sometimes interpreted differently by someone who disagrees. Desire and hope to achieve both targets, it is necessary to struggle, in which often conflicts of interest arise, this is because there are different interests of fellow legislative candidates and political party officials. As long as pragmatism does not dominate, it does not affect the reduced legislative seats due to political parties.

The difference between this research and previous research is that this research shows the conflicting process of the legislative contestation, While Romli’s research explains that internal party conflicts are caused by the attitude of coalition and opposition of political parties, while Fuad’s research emphasizes that differences in people ‘s choice of candidates are different, between presidential election, local elections, in contrast to the legislative elections. The difference in this research enriches the treasury theory of conflict in the nomination of elections.

METHODS

Research on political party conflicts in this contest uses qualitative research methods, namely research that intends to understand the phenomenon of political
conflict about the process of election contestation experienced by research subjects (Moleong 2006). The presentation of data from this study uses a descriptive format intending to describe, summarize the sharing of conditions, various situations or various political phenomena that arise in a society that is running a democratic agenda (Bungin 2001). The researcher presents the results by describing the structural conflict clearly between the parties involved.

The determination of research subject is carried out utilizing purposive sampling, namely determining in advance the research subject with the assistance of the KPU's decision on the list of legislative candidates. Researchers also did snowball in seeking informant information because the problems of legislative candidates and the problems of political parties were relatively similar although there were also differences. Snowball makes it easy for researchers to get a lot of information with informants moving from one to the other easily.

Researchers make news information in a variety of print and electronic media to add and complement this research data. The news becomes information leading to the truth after there is a comparison of various news that is slightly different and clarification of other sources, then seated comparable so that conclusions can be drawn about the truth of information from media news and information on research subjects. Many electronic media that's being sourced, like Kompas TV, TV One and Metro TV. As for print media such as Jawa Pos, Tribun News Stand, Kompas and others.

Researchers used Paul Conn's conflict structure theory to analyze the phenomena of political party conflict and the conflicts of fellow legislative candidates. Conn's conflict theory is interesting as an instrument for analysis because the life of political party conflict as in the background of the presence of Conn's conflict structure theory can be divided into two conflict situations, first a win-lose conflict (zero-sum conflict) and a win-win conflict (non-zero-sum conflict). Both can lead to social life, although sometimes they bring destruction (Surbakti 2010).

The ideology of media is different to be compared with the ideology of social and religion. The ideology of media based on public opinion, It messages to influence and direct the masses (reader) and point of transferring the information as these ideologies(Çakmak 2018). Democratic countries as in Indonesia, media
have power, the free media is regarded as the “fourth estate” besides the legislative, executive and judiciary branches (Burak 2018).

The difference between field data, media information, and ideology. The three of which clash or are not related to information on conflict of nominating elections. These differences make it a challenge for researchers to be more careful in getting data, processing, and analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The implementation of the 2019 elections had many political records and democratic developments because at that time it was the first multi-party election held in comparison to the vice-presidential election. Elections held before 2019, namely in 2014, when separated between legislative and presidential elections, it was seen that the election organizers carried out a deliberative democratic agenda that was equally busy and complicated, although, in the end, it was able to carry out well (Nadir, Wardani 2019). In the 2019 elections, the election organizers were super complicated and busy. Moreover, it is added by its busyness in facing political party conflicts and conflicts of legislative candidates at the stage of preparing for the election, implementing and determining the elected legislative candidates.

The behavior of politicians and voters is different. Politicians hope to get public trust even though in the meantime it gets a negative note because promises and programs have not been implemented, while voters are interested in participating if hopes for candidates to build a better country (Fauzi 2019). The difference in perspective can lead to conflict between election contestants and the voting community. Conflicts between communities can occur if there are no differences in bridging choices, the parties to the conflict want to bring the best leaders to their regions.

Political party conflicts are conflicts that often attend elections every five years. At the beginning of the independence conflict due to different ideologies as described by Gertz about trichotomy (Burhani 2017). This is different than the current development, in which the quantity of political parties increases or decreases ahead of the democratic party because election regulations provide an opportunity to establish and register political parties as eligible participants. On this occasion, conflicts between fellow management in a political party often
occur because they want leadership power in a political party. Conflicts occur in some political parties, both political parties that already have an electoral threshold or political parties that have registered for the first time as political parties participating in elections.

The outbreak of political parties happened several times. The first conflict occurs when an elite political party has high human resources and has sufficient capital, then he has the potential to establish his political party if in the old political party is not given the confidence to lead a political party. This is as Surya Paloh's experience in establishing the Democratic National Party (P. Nasdem) after he failed to win the leadership of the Golongan Karya (P. Golkar) at the 8th National Conference (Munas) in 2009 because what was determined was Aburizal Bakrie as the winner of Munas. In contrast to the Reformed United Development Party (PPP) which subsequently turned into the Reform Star Party (PBR) is a fraction of the United Development Party after the conflict in 2003. There are many other examples, for example, the Sun Nation Party (PMB) which was established in 2006 is a fraction of the National Mandate Party (PAN) and others.

The second conflict stems from conflicts of fellow legislative candidates. This conflict is divided into three conflicts, namely the first conflict between legislative candidates in one political party, the second is a conflict between different legislative candidates by political parties based on the ideology or paradigm that is fought for, and thirdly conflicts between legislative candidates of different political parties due to being a jumping-off to the party other politics on the grounds of power interests.

The third phenomenon of the conflict is increasingly hardened in the 2019 elections. This is because the implementation of the democratic party provides more opportunities for politicians to have the courage to express their thoughts freely and to share their opinions.

Political party conflicts sometimes produce divisions within internal political parties, even the destruction and dissolution of political parties. If in one political party many smart people are human resources who raise political parties, but if they cannot manage it, the intelligence of the political party elites presents a conflict forever, this is the cause of political party's destruction after they grow up (Subekti 2017). There are other causes of conflict, for example, constitutional
reform, the institutionalization of ideology and principles in a political party (Yahaya 2019).

Legislative candidate conflicts in one political party are conflicts that can advance political parties if managed properly. Conversely, if it is not able to manage, it can make political parties unable to grow or even die. This is as happened in the Hanura Party, after internal party conflicts, he could not reach the electoral threshold in the 2019 elections. One reason is the dualism of leadership in the Hanura Party, although there may be other causes.

The second conflict between the different legislative candidates is different political parties, this is usually the one that ignited the ideology of political parties and the paradigm of national and state development. Ideology becomes the spirit in building political parties. The greatness of political parties is influenced by an attractive ideology and makes voters move as people who support the life and development of political party ideology.

The third conflict begins with the inconsistency of someone in the ideology and paradigm of political parties, when he does not fit into the leadership or differing views, then he chooses to get out of one political party and then into another political party. He ran as a candidate for the legislature of the political party he had just joined and usually he got a place because he had bargaining power with a variety of positive experiences before.

The conflicts often leave negative notes in the life of the nation and state, formerly friends become opponents, siblings turn into enemies, habits of helping friends turn into no matter the needs of friends. It’s different than conflicts that occur in a political party.

There are twenty-one (21) legislative candidates of the House of Representatives going forward to become legislative candidates with changes in political parties, as the release of the Election Concerned Community Forum (FORMAPPI), which is illustrated, plus there are Nine (9) names that have not been read by the public (Anon 2018) in the following table:
Hanura Party has 16 parliamentary seats, that moved to another political party as 8 legislative, this shows that P Hanura was not very attractive to the 2019 legislative candidates. According to CSIS (Central for Strategic and International Studies) that the move was due to, first the internal political party conflict, second new parties gave guarantees to the electoral district and serial number in the nomination of an election.
The opinion of CSIS institutions that P. NasDem is a political party that facilitates legislative candidates to move, consists of 6 people from Hanura, 5 from P. Gerindra, 3 from P. Democrats, 2 from PKB, 2 from PAN, and 2 from PPP, the number of all candidates who moved as many as 20 politicians. In contrast, the Hanura party was the party that lost the most incumbent candidates because of moving nominations, including 6 people moving to NasDem and 1 candidate moving to PAN (Anon 2019).

The movement of politicians has made the political map change, both in terms of the nominating legislative candidates, the enthusiasm of political parties in the campaign and even the shifting of seats in the election results. The reality of the movement must be accepted because political parties cannot limit it, there is no regulation prohibiting it. Election contestation every five years is like a free battle, depending on how the rhythm of the political game is arranged so that the proposed political party or candidate can win.

No legislative candidate is interested in moving political parties or electoral districts, this is because they have been serving as members of the legislature (incumbent) who have served the people in that place. This service should have a positive effect as capital to move forward in five years in the next election period. Social facts show that he is in conflict with his political party so that there are two choices, first accepting the decision of a political party to be nominated wherever the place is or the second option, he chooses to leave the political party by entering other political parties so that he has the opportunity to advance again where he wants.

When conflicting in the form of a political party split or the transfer of political parties, the parties to the conflict seemed to be strong and strong. They feel on the right side and will win the election contestation. Emotions are the vanguard of this obstinacy, so they don't look difficult or sad. Friendship in one party for the past five years has been erased instantly without any shame or discomfort because political party life should be based on the ideology of political parties, not the interim interests of politicians.

The election results in a shift in the legislative seat between the conflicting parties. First, shifting the victory or winning votes of the people's choice, this is a political party whose legislative seats are reduced, on the contrary, there are more. Second, the shift of elected candidates in a political party occurs, this is because
of the effect of moving the electoral district, the incumbent is not able to do much in the new electoral district because voters and their confidants are in the old place.

Conflicts bring changes in election results. The conflict that is well managed then produces the greatness of political parties. It has a positive effect on increasing seats in parliament. This is in line with the application of the structural theory of conflict that was conceived by Paul Conn, because in Conn's idea of win-win (non-zero sum conflict) that the more conflicts, the political parties increasingly display the stronger human resources to respond to the problems of political parties.

This is different when using structural conflict win-lose (zero-sum conflict), then what happens is a greater conflict between political parties and between contesting politicians. Between conflicting political parties want to eliminate each other's, political opponents. Conflicts between legislative candidates will also finish off their opponents until they cannot rise again in politics.

Conn based his conflicting thinking on struggling for existing capital as workers in conflict to achieve a better life. Seizure of capital has the effect of bringing one's enthusiasm and igniting emotions to reach the conflict if it compromises it results in a win-win between the conflicting parties. In contrast, if you use structural win-lose, it will finish off the losing party at the root.

The conflict Conn feels synergized with Foucault's thoughts about power. (Birsyada 2016). Power is present because of the product of the discourse of the parties to the conflict, as well as readers of the history of conflict over the discourse of conflict that is being understood by the general public.

Election conflicts before the 2019 elections often occur, one of which was in the 2017 DKI Jakarta elections where Anies Baswedan-Sandiaga Uno was able to win. The conflict occurred after Anies Baswedan was dismissed from the minister of national education in the Jokowi-Jusuf Kalla government cabinet. The conflict brought Baswedan's enthusiasm to contest in the DKI Regional Election. He presented a direct approach strategy to the "groundwell" community as in the 2012 Jakarta Election Jokowi used "blusukan". If Baswedan is not dismissed by
Jokowi from his Cabinet, the possibility of winning the Jakarta Regional Election for Baswedan is unlikely to occur (Damayanti 2019).

Conflict of win and lose is an atmosphere of conflict that is antagonistic between the parties to the conflict. In this situation a compromise is impossible or between parties to the conflict can accept a decision. The winner will take all the wins without giving to the losing party to contest. This conflict is long-lived because there is no sense of togetherness to build a society and a nation. A person's intelligence and greatness have no place to be respected if they lose in political contestation.

Win-win conflict is a situation of conflict between parties involved in a conflict there is an opportunity for compromise in the common interest. Here it is usually not about principles that can work together after conflict occurs. The 2019 election of political conflict can be divided into two conflict structures. both have an explanation as to the political process and political outcome. Some parties can qualify smoothly without being threatened by their participation in the coming five years, on the other hand, there are political parties that are threatened that they cannot participate in the 2014 elections unless they have to register their political parties from zero because they did not pass the electoral threshold.

Figure 1
2019 Presidential and Vice-President Election

![Election 2019](source: KPU RI)
Results In the results figure Joko Widodo & Ma'ruf Amin's victory could not achieve a total victory (KPU RI 2019). The victory is very thin, so the winner thinks again if he will take all the power for himself, in the thought of Conn, which displays the structure of conflict, win and lose.

This is different if we pay attention to the legislative elections which are held at the same time as the 2019 presidential and vice presidential elections. The results are as follows:

Table 2
2019 Legislative Election Results

Source: From KPU RI

The data in Table 2 can be explained that some political parties are unable to meet the electoral threshold of 4 percent, finally must accept the decision of the rules of the game in the election as in Law No. 7 of 2017. First, the acquisition of political parties at the national level will not be sworn in as a legislative member despite having a few seats. Second, in the 2024 elections, political parties must register as political parties and as participants in the election from zero.

Conflict sociology sees political conflicts as common in the political process. Conflict can produce positive things, on the contrary, be the cause of corruption in government leadership (Fauzi 2018). Victory in political contestation sometimes leaves some problems. For example, when political capital is high, then he leaves debt so that after being elected the mindset is to return debt loans using his power, even though this does not happen to all members of the legislature. This has resulted in opportunities to corrupt the country's finances.
The conflict has logical consequences for the management of political parties. Politicians who have plans to move forward to become candidates for the legislature then immediately seek a solution to the conflict, both conflicts that occur between political parties or conflicts within one political party.

Some alternative places for escaping the management of political parties and politicians are: first is a political party that can provide a place to be creative in contestation. It is based that the life of political parties must be democratic, there is no restraint in expressing political aspirations. There are some bad examples in the practice of democracy as in the previous picture. These political parties still get the same gains as in the previous elections, even more. The reason is that politicians and legislative candidates work full time, there is no pressure in politics. If it is not suitable, someone may leave the political party, but it is usually unlikely that the legislative candidate, especially the incumbent, will leave the political party. This is the case with the P Golkar, P Gerindra and PDI Perjuangan parties.

Second, security guarantees in running for legislative candidates. The most feared of a legislative candidate is being eliminated when competing in internal political parties. Internal political party competition is tougher compared to its external, when there is a guarantee the legislative candidate feels comfortable in it, so he fights for real until he wins, which is re-elected as a member of the legislature. This brought the greatness of the voice of political parties.

Third, Chance to be re-elected. Legislative candidates when they intend to move forward again and have pledged as contestants, the main goal is to be elected. The calculation of legislative candidates puts the opportunity as the main thing, by basing on the votes of political parties in the previous election period and calculating the campaign branding in the elections that will be held. These three categories of places where political parties escape are the main standard legislative candidates will fight in the electoral competition. The result is that many political parties have succeeded in matching the 2014 elections, or at least passing the electoral threshold, for example, PDI Perjuangan, P Golkar, PKB, P Gerindra, P Nasdem, PAN and PKS.

Political parties do not have three categories, so they do not qualify for the electoral treshold. He is P Hanura, who during the election period was full of conflicts in internal political parties until dualism of leadership occurred until
there was mutual firing or did not recognize the existence of the opposite management. This affects the people as voters, that is, their aspirations are tossed about.

There is one group that does not have three categories, but they still have a big name before so they can enter the electoral threshold. Political parties included in this group are the P. Democratic Party and the PPP. P Democrats can stay afloat because in the two previous elections the election had triumphed and had a president for two consecutive periods. PPP also survived because for 32 years the New Order was an opposition party so that the remnants of public trust were still enough to get the electoral threshold.

Based on the purpose of political conflict, he as a vehicle to obtain sources of income and maintain it. When associated with contestation, winning in contestation will be at stake with a different attitude from political opponents. This is more exciting if the purpose of the conflict is to maintain political power as illustrated in the 2019 election, namely all political parties to the conflict.

Political dynamics in elections are interesting to be the subject of research because political life in Indonesia is dynamic, this is because Indonesia is a developing country and is still searching for a democratic identity. The Pancasila democracy which is used as a political guideline still has diverse acceptance by politicians.

Political conflict is normal in the process of contestation because every politician has the awareness to win the contestation. Awareness to be a winner becomes positive if it is together with regulations that provide justice, equality, and togetherness for all eligible participants without any discrimination.

Views of the conflict as in the legislative elections, also occur between presidential candidates to win sympathy occurs, they present an unusual figure. They show various strengths to gain sympathy as shown by Joko Widodo and Prabowo Subianto as presidential candidates (Panuju 2019). This resulted in the presidential and vice presidential elections being described as enmity between two pairs of candidates, even though they were only contesting for the sake of a better national and state leadership within the next five years.

The appearance of election conflicts becomes attractive when the election administrators carry out their duties as stipulated in the election regulations. In the
2019 elections based on Law no 17 of 2017 with the maximum implementation of regulations starting from the KPU RI (central) to the KPPS (the lowest) (Pandiangan 2019). The neutrality and professionalism of the election organizers is a guarantee against the conflict of the election contestation going well, to produce leaders and representatives of the people who are strong and receive aspiration.

The answer to this study is different from the previous research, illustrated in the conflict of the legislative election contestation process. Unhealthy competition dominates the behavior of politicians so that conflicts should bring improvements to the lives of political parties, but on the contrary, it hurts the people, for example, firing one another management. The intrigued each other to have a negative impact, which eventually resulted in some political parties participating in the 2019 election not passing the electoral threshold even though he had quite a long experience of being an election participant in the previous period.

The direct impact on legislative candidates who have political parties is the failure of legislative candidates from the incumbent element, the failure to become members of the legislature, then further away from political parties that have raised the politician.

**CONCLUSION**

Political party conflict in contestation is the dynamics of the political world. It can lead to a positive direction if the conflict is interpreted by the process of political development with a conflict of ideas between the conflict. It becomes negative when politicians are not ready to conflict, or conflict which results in hostility between political parties or internal political divisions that result in the failure of political parties to electoral treshold. Based on the results of the 2019 elections, conflicts between political parties only result in legislative candidates moving to other political parties, the choice of which is determined by each power of the legislative candidate, while the strength of political parties and ideologies is very small. Whereas internal political party conflicts affect the potential candidates running when they are not allowed to go back to using the electoral area of the original political party. The structure of Paul Conn's conflict becomes a knife of analysis that has an alternative between a win and loses (zero-sum
conflict) and win-win conflict (non-zero-sum conflict) so that the leaders of political parties choose according to the way of life of political parties.
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